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1. Read the introductory information for Source A 
2. Read the whole of Source A 
3. Reread the whole text again. Do you understand the 

main?  
• Feelings 
• Events 

4. Read question 1 
 
 

Section A 

Questi
on 

Mark
s Description 

1 4 You will be given 8 statements about one of the sources: you 
will have to say which 4 are true.  

2 8 You will need to write about both of the sources and 
summarise some differences or similarities. PEMCPEMS 

3 12 Focusing on just one of the sources, you will have to say how 
the writer has used language for effect.  PEARL 

4 16 Compare both sources about the attitudes of the writers 
towards their subject. C,VA,VB,W 

Section B 

Questi
on 

Mark
s Writing 

5 40 You will write a response either agreeing or disagreeing  to a 
statement.  
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Question 1 
Code Description 
1A Used the wrong lines   

1B You have not shaded only the circle in the box  

1C You have shaded more than four circles 

1D You have not shaded enough circles   

1E You have not thought about the whole statement and 

therefore chosen the wrong answer   
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Question Marks 

Section A Reading 

1 4 You will be given 8 statements about one of the sources: you 
will have to say which 4 are true.  

2 8 You will need to write about both of the sources and 
summarise some differences or similarities. PEMCPEMS 

3 12 Focusing on just one of the sources, you will have to say how 
the writer has used language for effect.  PEARL 

4 16 Compare both sources about the attitudes of the writers 
towards their subject. C,VA,VB,W 

Question Marks 

Section B Writing 

5 40 You will write a response either agreeing or disagreeing  to a 
statement.  

1. Read the introductory information for Source B 
2. Read the whole of Source B 
3. Reread the whole text again. Do you understand the main?  

• Feelings 
• Events 
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1. Read question 2 and underline what you have to 
summarise and contrast or compare. 
 
 

Question 2 

Code Description 
2A Haven’t used both sources  

2B Haven’t identified how much or which section of the sources to refer to 

2C Haven’t used PEMCPEMS 

2D Haven’t used quotations 

2E Haven’t used the most suitable quotation 

2F Haven’t integrated quotations 

2G Haven’t made a range of points 

2H Haven’t completed two paragraphs 

2I Requires a more perceptive point about the quotation  
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Question 2 

Code Description 
2A Haven’t used both sources  

2B Haven’t identified how much or which section of the sources to refer to 

2C Haven’t used PEMCPEMS 

2D Haven’t used quotations 

2E Haven’t used the most suitable quotation 

2F Haven’t integrated quotations 

2G Haven’t made a range of points 

2H Haven’t completed two paragraphs 

2I Requires a more perceptive point about the quotation  
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Question 3 
Code Description 
3A Used the wrong source 

3B Used the wrong lines 

3C Haven’t used quotations 

3D Haven’t used the most suitable quotations 

3E Haven’t integrated quotations 

3F Haven’t explored the effect on the reader  

3G Analysis too general  

3H Haven’t used subject terminology  

3I Haven’t completed four paragraphs 

3J Haven’t said more than one comment per quotation 

(write a lot about a little) 

3K Requires a more perceptive point about the quotation  

Questio
n 

Marks 

Section A Reading 

1 4 You will be given 8 statements about one of the 
sources: you will have to say which 4 are true.  

2 8 You will need to write about both of the sources and 
summarise some differences or similarities. 
PEMCPEMS 

3 12 Focusing on just one of the sources, you will have to 
say how the writer has used language for effect.  
PEARL 

4 16 Compare both sources about the attitudes of the 
writers towards their subject. C,VA,VB,W 

Questio
n 

Marks 

Section B Writing 

5 4
0 

You will write a response either agreeing or 
disagreeing  to a statement.  

1. Underline the section; 
2. Underline question focus. 
3. 4 paragraphs 
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Question 3 
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3A Used the wrong source 

3B Used the wrong lines 

3C Haven’t used quotations 

3D Haven’t used the most suitable quotations 

3E Haven’t integrated quotations 
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3G Analysis too general  

3H Haven’t used subject terminology  

3I Haven’t completed four paragraphs 

3J Haven’t said more than one comment per quotation 
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3K Requires a more perceptive point about the quotation  
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Question 3 
Code Description 

3A Used the wrong source 

3B Used the wrong lines 

3C Haven’t used quotations 

3D Haven’t used the most suitable quotations 

3E Haven’t integrated quotations 

3F Haven’t explored the effect on the reader  

3G Analysis too general  

3H Haven’t used subject terminology  

3I Haven’t completed four paragraphs 

3J Haven’t said more than one comment per quotation (write a 

lot about a little) 

3K Requires a more perceptive point about the quotation  



Question 4 
Code 

Description 
4A Haven’t used both sources  

4B Haven’t identified how much or which section of the sources to 

refer to 

4C Haven’t identified the point of comparison 

4D Haven’t planned 

4E Haven’t written a comparative overview (introduction) of the two 

perspectives and related to the time they were written 

4F Haven’t made four detailed points and related to time 

written/gender/age 

4G Haven’t used a comparative word in each paragraph 

4H Haven’t used subject terminology 

4I Haven’t used quotations 

4J Haven’t used the most suitable quotations  

4K  Haven’t considered the specific effect on the reader (either no 

reference or too generic)  

4L Haven’t finished each paragraph with a link back to the question 

4M Haven’t written a comparative overview (conclusion) of the two 

perspectives and related to the time they were written 
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Question Marks 

Section A Reading 

1 4 You will be given 8 statements about one of the sources: 
you will have to say which 4 are true.  

2 8 You will need to write about both of the sources and 
summarise some differences or similarities. PEMCPEMS 

3 1
2 

Focusing on just one of the sources, you will have to say 
how the writer has used language for effect.  PEARL 

4 1
6 

Compare both sources about the attitudes of the writers 
towards their subject. C,VA,VB,W 

Question Marks 

Section B Writing 

5 4
0 

You will write a response either agreeing or disagreeing  
to a statement.  

1. Read the question; 
2. Underline the question focus; 
3. Underline 2 question focus 

quotes in source A; 
4. Underline 2 question focus 

quotes in source B. 

5. Write 4 paragraphs using 
comparative words: similarly, 
in contrast, however, likewise,  
conversely.  
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Code 
Question 4 Description 

4A Haven’t used both sources  

4B Haven’t identified how much  or which section of the sources to refer to 

4C Haven’t identified the point 

 of comparison 

4D Haven’t planned 

4E Haven’t written a comparative overview (introduction) of the two 

perspectives and related to the time they were written 

4F Haven’t made four detailed points and related to time 

written/gender/age 

4G Haven’t used a comparative word in each paragraph 

4H Haven’t used subject terminology 

4I Haven’t used quotations 

4J Haven’t used the most suitable quotations  

4K  Haven’t considered the specific effect on the reader (either no reference 

or too generic)  

4L Haven’t finished each paragraph with a link back to the question 

4M Haven’t written a comparative overview (conclusion) of the two 

perspectives and related to the time they were written 
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Code Question 4 Description 

4A Haven’t used both sources  

4B Haven’t identified how much  or which section of the sources to refer to 

4C Haven’t identified the point 

 of comparison 

4D Haven’t planned 

4E Haven’t written a comparative overview (introduction) of the two 

perspectives and related to the time they were written 

4F Haven’t made four detailed points and related to time 

written/gender/age 

4G Haven’t used a comparative word in each paragraph 

4H Haven’t used subject terminology 

4I Haven’t used quotations 

4J Haven’t used the most suitable quotations  

4K  Haven’t considered the specific effect on the reader (either no reference 

or too generic)  

4L Haven’t finished each paragraph with a link back to the question 

4M Haven’t written a comparative overview (conclusion) of the two 

perspectives and related to the time they were written 


